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SUMMARY
July has proved very exciting in terms of the Guild’s direction and momentum. A focus has been on how we
can activate campus for Semester 2, hoping to restore campus culture to its former glory and create reasons
for students to meet people and make friends outside of class. While I spent 2 weeks away on annual leave,
Rashdina acted as President and her along with the exec made large inroads into a few of our larger projects.
We meet Semester 2 with optimism and are hopeful for a very successful period ahead.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
1/9/22

1/9/22
1/9/22
6/9/22
7/9/22

8/9/22

8/9/22
9/9/22
12/9/22
12/9/22
12/9/22
12/9/22
13/9/22
13/9/22
13/9/22
14/9/22
19/9/22
21/9/22

Meeting
Review of Academic Board Consultation

Purpose
Meeting with Academic Board Members to
socialise proposal + receive feedback. Raised
student rep issues
Reid Refurbishment Project
Meeting with University Librarian for update
on Reid Project
Meeting with CU President
Meeting with CU President to discuss graffiti
on blackboard
Meeting with Pelican
Meeting with Pelican to discuss office
cleaning situation
Review of Academic Board Consultation
Meeting with Academic Board Members to
socialise proposal + receive feedback. Raised
student rep issues
Review of Academic Board Consultation
Meeting with Academic Board Members to
socialise proposal + receive feedback. Raised
student rep issues
SLAC Update Meeting
Meeting with SLAC for project update + to
sign MOU
Libraries Meeting
Monthly Meeting
Final Meeting of Academic Board Final Workshop of WP to revise proposal.
Working Party
Raised student rep issues
Input for DVC-R Interviews
Interview with candidate to discuss student
research issues
Input for DVC-R Interviews
Interview with candidate to discuss student
research issues
Input for DVC-R Interviews
Interview with candidate to discuss student
research issues
Blue Tree Project
Meeting with UWA Wellbeing team re: Blue
Tree Project
Executive Management Committee Monthly Meeting
Meeting
Input for DVC-R Interviews
Interview with candidate to discuss student
research issues
Wellbeing Monthly Meeting
Monthly Catch up
Senate Meeting
Confidential
Academic Board Meeting
Successfully fought to oppose the
restructure, which would have removed 4
student representatives from the Board
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28/9/22

SSAF Advisory Committee Meeting

Meeting for SSAF regulatory requirements

PROJECT UPDATE
Election Reform

Complete.
Student Project Board

Project waiting for publishing
Policy Tracker

Complete
Online Content

Heavy push through Instagram and tiktok content.
NY Style Art

Billboard being used for Open Day Promo.
Tax Help Centre

Completed.
Night Lighting

In timeline for campus security and campus management.
Bob Nicholson Room Renovations

Completed
Microbadging

Launched! In process of creating proposals to get badging for Guild reps and club executives.
Good Sammys

Completed.
Masterplan

Underway with TRCB. First Meeting Completed
Mental Health Framework

Completed.
Strategic Plan

Waiting on results from All Student Survey. Will inform our strategic direction.
Sports at the Tavern

Waiting for collaboration from Hackathon winner.
Divestment

Planning underway for Collegial Conversation before mid-sem break. Staff are onboard and planning is
underway. Referendum Launched
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UDub Radio

Completed
UWA SLAC

Student Legal Centre in collaboration with Blackstone society. Funding and room approved. Waiting on
delivery from SLAC entity
Club Events alternative

Guild Ball promoted through envited and not just Facebook Events. Event sold out over the weekend, so
early positive signs.
Campus Activation

Working with Campus management to get improved seating + shaded areas on the lawns, including picnic
blankets and moveable furniture.
Academic Board Review

Working with University to optimise academic board and make it a more well respected, functional body
with higher engagement.
Improved Activism through the Guild

Working to improve the Guild’s engagement in important social issues through informing students and
encouraging them to attend protests.
13 Week Semesters

Preparing case to university, but change would only be of effect from 2025 or later.
PROSH

Completed. Highly successful given the circumstances.
Guild Ball

Sold Out
Tavern Activations

Having performers come through to do pop-up sessions at the tavern, aiming to increase engagement.

FINANCES

4

DISCUSSION POINTS
None
Regards,

Amitabh Jeganathan
109th Guild President
president@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
September was a month to be proud of. With a successful election out the way it was reassuring to see the
new election regs coming into play and helping improve the overall election experience. The past 2 months
have been improving financially, with more and more students on campus and this is reflected in improving
performances of outlets.
There has been an incredible reception to the campus is okay initiative which has proven to liven up
hotspots around campus. The next stop will be snow cones so that is something to look forward too. This
coming month, I will be undertaking a budget review of all departments and highlighting areas for
departments to “utilise funds”, alongside pushing for the reduction of the fee for academic transcripts, and
potentially running a campus Is okay initiative at the QE2 campus.
Looking forward to the month ahead.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
*meetings for September *
Date
8/09/22

Meeting
SLAC update

13/09/22

EMC meeting

28/09/22

Strategic resources committee meeting

28/97/22

SSAF advisory committee meeting

Purpose
Meeting regarding SLAC and update on the
progress. .
Executive management committee meeting.
.
Discussing the strategic resource handling of
the Guild.
Meeting regarding the SSAF fees and the
increase due to inflamtion

PROJECT UPDATE
Not Yet Started
Nil
In Progress
Removal of the fee to access academic transcripts

I am looking into reducing the fee associated with getting an academic transcript. Will update the council
on the outcome of this.
Parking Improvements

We have determined the best way forward is working alongside Trevor and Craig who are apart of
University Parking group and are awaiting the formation of the Parking Reference Group. From there, we
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will discuss improvements to parking that include introduction of online parking (i.e. similar to cellopark
app), reallocation of underutilised bays and reallocation of red bays after hours)
Sponsorship Committee

Our mission of getting better sponsors for UWA Guild & clubs is underway. The sponsorship committee
has been formed and a goal setting meeting took place. Aidan and I are still currently working on the Guild
prospectus before we have a larger committee meeting to tackle the remaining tasks.
Improvements to QE2 campus

Looking to run a survey within the medical and dental school and see what improvements can be made to
the student experience on these campuses. Hoping to introduce more shaded areas and longer outlet
opening hours. Have contacted Caitlin in creating a survey and are in the process of developing the
questions.
Perth Wildcats x UWA Student Guild

Looking to develop a working relationship with the Perth Wildcats, and hoping to bring them to campus on
semester 2 to increase student engagement. Have had a few initial phone calls and meetings with wildcats
executives and will be looking to solidify some plans for semester 2 very soon.
Ceased
Producing Financial Material (temporarily ceased)

After discussions with the Guild Finance staff, we can confirm we are not allowed legally to produce
financial material regarding SSAF. We will look at other means of increasing student’s financial literacy.
Q-Pay Platform (Ceased)

Over the last 1.5 months, conversations have been had with Q-Pay with the prospect of bringing them on
as the official UWA Ticketing Platform. However, given the current financial situation, it is unlikely we will
be progressing further with this and will be looking at alternatives.
Completed
Ongoing Club overdrafts

Working with Guild Finance to chase up club overdrafts was still ongoing from 2021 due to not being delt
with by the previous gen sec.. We have got in contact with the club and arranged a payment plan for the
outstanding ~$3k. No further actions required on this.
Campus Activation Semester 2

In collaboration with SOC, Welfare,Guild events and Prisha Goel, we have regular events to help activate
campus. So far we have hosted free pizza, ice cream, bubble soccer with the intention to keep doing free
food give aways such as snow cones and other activities. We are also in the process of creating stickers to
give away too. Thank you to everyone that has helped thus far.
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Guild Presents Garden Party New End of Sem Guild Event

With the project proposal approved, we are proud to announce the latest club committee exclusive event.
This was a cocktail night held at the grove, with drinks, food, entertainment and nice décor. It was a
celebration and way to say “thank you” to clubs for making UWA what it is. (see some of the graphics I
have designed!).

Bob Nicholson Renovations

Bob Nicholson Renovations are done. All the furniture has arrived and been built. The carpet has been
cleaned and excess junk has been thrown away. Thank you to everyone for being so patient.
Policy Tracker

The policy tracker was created to keep the council accountable and help the public keep up to date with
what’s happening. All the work has been done on my end and is now with Caitlin and the marketing team
to get up on the website. In essence, this project is now wrapped up.
“Better Guild Committee” Meetings Training

The committee chair meeting took place on 22nd Tuesday Feb. We successfully upskilled all the committee
chairs on how to run a Guild Committee efficiently and what their different responsibilities entail. Feedback
from this meeting was positive and was described as useful.

FINANCES
N/A

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•

Guild Committee Chairs Upskilling
Policy Tracker Work Completed (Awaiting upload onto website)
Successfully ran the first Guild Garden Party Event for UWA Clubs
SLAC Budget

DISCUSSION POINTS
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ON-GOING ATTENDANCE
Name
Narendra G.
Lara Dale
Prisha Goel
Chloe Bryant
Charlotte Kennedy
Saphire Carter
Iknur Virik
Maria Waters
David Hallam
Joeseph Kaddis
Max Beard
Jasmine Hensely
Julia Anguinot
Daniel Roden
Boni Riad
Kaelin Abrahams
Geemal
Jayawickrama
Rashdina Ramli
Ethan Czar
Robert Whitehurst
Paris Javid
Adam Elyousef
Amira Nunn
Amitabh Jeganathan
Dana Fung
Jak Beard
Anushka Mukherjee

Melani De Alwis
Nicole Mcewen
Natasha Nicole
Catherine
Cheeseman

23.02.22
✓
.
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
Proxied
.
✓
Apologies
.
Apologies
✓
✓
.
✓

30.03.22
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
.
✓

27.04.22
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
Apologies
Apologies
✓
Apologies
Apologies
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
.
Apologies

✓
✓
Apologies Apologies
Absent
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Apologies Apologies
✓
✓
✓
✓
Proxied
✓
.
.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Apologies
Apologies
Absent
✓
✓
Apologies
✓
✓
✓
.
✓
✓
✓
Apologies

25.05.22 26.06.22 31.08.22
Apologies
✓
✓
.
.
✓
Proxied
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Apologies
✓
✓
Apologies Absent Apologies
Proxied Apologies Absent
✓
✓
✓
Apologies Absent Apologies
Apologies
✓
✓
.
.
✓
Apologies
✓
✓
Absent
Absent
✓
Apologies Absent Apologies
Absent
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Proxied
.
✓
✓
Proxied
Proxied

✓
Apologies
✓
✓
✓

Apologies
✓
Absent
.
✓
Proxied
Proxied
Proxied

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Absent
Proxied

Regards,
Narendra Gammanpila
109th General Secretary
secretary@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
September- busy. This month I successfully had my opening night for the Art Exhibition, details are outlined
as below. It will be open until tomorrow! As for Governance, some rules are being worked on at the
moment and the Women’s department rules are hopefully going to be finalised in the next Governance
meeting. The rest are outlined below

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
7/09/2022

Meeting
Meeting with Leigh Chalmers

12/09/2022

Art Exhibition Team Meeting

13/09/2022
13/09/2022

Board of Discipline Hearing
Art Exhibition updates with Chloe Leopold

28/09/2022
29/09/2022

Board of Discipline Hearing
Governance
Committee
(September)

Meeting

Purpose
Touching base on Art Exhibition set up and
rental of venue set up
Art selection panel, layout planning of
exhibition and costing of materials
Confidential
Touching base of expenditure and general
event updates
Confidential
Review of Womens’ Department Rules
following recommendations from last
meeting

PROJECT UPDATE
This Connection: UWA Student Art Exhibition

Opening night was on the 27/09/2022. The event was very well received with a turnout of over 60 people,
the location worked out well because we had many walk-ins that happened to just be walking by.
The exhibit consists of the artworks from 8 students with very diverse backgrounds, and a centre
collaborative art piece titled the ‘Identi-tree’ which was made by myself and the This Connect team. It is
being in discussion that the collaborative art piece will be displayed in a part of the university. Exhibition
guides had also been printed out and are free for people to take and keep.
The exhibition will be open until the 29th of September. The art exhibition initiative is being supported and
funded by the UWA Hack for Connection.
BoxedbyBotak

Selling well in the Quobba Gnarning Café. Being restocked regularly on a bi-weekly basis.
Governance

Items being worked on under governance now
• Women’s Department Rule – to be reviewed once more following recommendations of the last
governance committee meeting
• Education Council Department Rules – Being worked on by Executive Officer of Governance
• Access Department Rules – to touch base with Co-Officers
• Updating and standardisation of subcommittee constitutions – in progress, yet to be reviewed
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FINANCES
N/A

ACHIEVEMENTS
•

Opening night of This Connection: A UWA Student Art exhibition was successful with a turnout of over 60
students on the first day
o Feedback was all positive with many that expressed that they liked the initiative and the space

DISCUSSION POINTS
N/A
Regards,
Rashdina Ayeesha Ramli
109th Chair of Guild Council
chair@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
The Access Department did not hold any events this month. However, we have officially started our Auslan classes!

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
15/09/2022

Meeting
Tenancy Meeting

19/09/2022

Access Executive Meeting

20/09/2022

Equity and Diversity Meeting

Purpose
Meet with Tenancy Chair and tenants to
discuss any relevant issues. Lara asked if
anyone needed a skip and Access will be
needing one to dispose of some furniture.
We met with our executive directors to give
an update on Auslan classes and future
events/campaigns. We discussed having a
WA4HRA event and we will be collaborating
with WAMSS sometime soon. We asked our
executive team for any updates then
discussed our expectations for the rest of the
year and what projects they wanted to
achieve.
This was a brief meeting to give updates.
Chloe said that there is a lecturer using
irrelevant and misogynistic content in their
lectures. Amira echoed similar sentiment in
that the weighting of grammar components
is too high in a CITS unit for an ESL student.
Access had a similar situation in which a unit
coordinator is demanding that students keep
their cameras on during meetings and was
sending passive aggressive emails.

PROJECT UPDATE
Auslan Classes
Auslan classes are underway. We had over 70 people apply and so the decision-making process was difficult and
very selective. We could only accommodate 22 students and so, we are organising funding for next year to ensure
the longevity of the program. We would like to thank Samantha from MASA for pledging $790 towards the
programming which has allowed us to fund 2 more students! Thank you, Samantha!
Invisible Disabilities Week

We are in the process of planning a social media campaign for Invisible Disabilities Week (16-22 October).
This will likely take the form of anonymous submissions from students with a lived experience.

FINANCES

2

ACHIEVEMENTS
• Organised and revamped the Access Department Room for student use
• Presented to incoming students in Bilya Marlee
• Completed Science Union Fresher Handbook Access Services Page
• Participated in a McCusker Intern’s video for UniAccess to promote their service
• Wrote a piece for the UniAccess weekly email for week 7 to promote the Access Department
• Successful online campaign for Purple Day –26thof March (Epilepsy Awareness Day)
• Presented Event Inclusivity and Accessibility training to Club and FACSOC executives in the months of January,
February, March, and April, July so far
• Spoke at a Man Up x Radiant Event called ‘A Conversation for Men About Gender Equality’
• Successfully ran the ‘Stuff Your Parents Never Taught You About Sex’ Workshop
• Successfully ran the ‘Science Union x Access Department Accessible Science’ Event
• Presented to high school students about promoting accessibility as student leaders at the Young Leader’s Council
Event
• Created a video to show students how to get to the Access Room
• Ran a successful campaign and event for World Blood Donor Day
• Spoke at several rallies for the full reproductive rights of people and highlighted the impact restrictive laws have
on people with disabilities.
• Ran an educational workshop on student’s rights, special consideration, academic reviews and appeals as well as
UAAPs
• Secured funding from the Guild and the University to hold Auslan classes
• Participated in AIESEC’s Youth Speak Forum
• Successfully ran Access week that had 12 events
• Successfully released a campaign video for World Blood Donor Day
• Launched the free Auslan Classes Program in week 9

DISCUSSION POINTS
Insert discussion points here
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Kind Regards,
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Education Council President
GUILD COUNCIL REPORT
28/09/2022
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SUMMARY
This month has been unique. The most pressing issue for Education Council is the Review of Academic
Board. After several consultation sessions and input from many members of Academic Board, several
recommendations have been made. Although the UWA Student Guild supports many of the
recommendations, we successfully opposed Recommendation 1 which sought to remove all non-Senate
student representatives from Academic Board. This would have been a catastrophic step backwards for
student advocacy.
The review process continues and I am optimistic that, if we continue to fight, we will be successful in
preserving our place in the governance structure of the university - a right that is afforded to very few
student unions across Australia.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS ATTENDED
Date
1/09/22

Meeting
Review of Academic Board Session

6/09/22

SAWP: Student Transition Working
Group
Meeting with Ed Treasurer
NTEU Sundowner
Meeting with Ed Treasurer
Academic Board

8/09/22
8/09/22
18/09/22
21/09/22

Purpose
Insisted that students should remain on
Academic Board.
Gave feedback on UWA Orientation
Services.
Discussed SPGs for Semester 2.
Met with staff of UWA NTEU Branch.
Final allocation for SPGs Semester 2.
Successfully argued that student
representatives should remain on the
board.

PROJECT UPDATE
Creating an online portal for student x club interaction (DISCONTINUED)
UEC have proposed that we develop an online space for students which is separate from social
media platforms. UWA IT is somewhat onboard and would like to see a proposal. This matter will be taken
to the postponed Education Council for further investigation.

FINANCES

2

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stood in solidarity with Adelaide SRC President. Covered the cost of SRC materials at the request of Guild
Council.
Restarted the Class Rep System.
Conducted Education Council by-election.
Allocated First Round Base Funding
Allocated First Round SPG Funding
Achieved consensus regarding student participation in BOS meetings
Created the Western Australian Guild Network
Reformed SCC meetings to be more structured
Streamlined SPG funding through Guild website
Participated in the NUS NDA on climate
Promoted the public sector wages protest at parliament house
Have built strong, lasting relationships with the NTEU UWA Branch
Successfully argued that student representatives should remain on Academic Board

DISCUSSION POINTS
N/A

Kind Regards,

David Hallam
109th UWA STUDENT GUILD
Education Council President
ed@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
Since the past Guild Council, we had our first Chat & Chai initiative in collaboration with the Palestinian
Cultural Society of UWA. We have had a few smaller scale informal meetings with committee members
as well as some cultural clubs.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date

Meeting

Purpose

01/09/2022

Chat & Chai Event

Our first Chat & Chai event conducted in
collaboration with PCSU UWA

02/08/2022

Meet up with ASU Committee

Discussion with ASU committee on
upcoming collaboration for Afro Beats
event

04/08/2022

Equity & Diversity Meeting

Monthly equity & diversity meeting to
update committee on projects and
activities.

PROJECT UPDATES
Chat & Chai
The Chat & Chai is a very laid back event where we collaborate with another cultural club on campus for CALD
students at UWA. We meet up with cultural students while serving tea and discuss any struggles, interests and
passions that students may have on campus.
YCAT! Video Series
The ‘You Can’t Ask That!’ video series is a project where a certain group of individuals from the same cultural
group/ethnicity/religion are asked questions that students usually would not ask a person belonging to that group,
and this helps break down the stigma and perception of certain groups. It is an informative platform where
students can learn from others and educate themselves on topics they may not have come across otherwise. We
have filmed with the Pakistani Society, the Filipino‐Australian Society, and most recently with the Sri‐Lankan
Australian Youth Association.
Community Catch‐ups
We are looking to host engaging catch‐ups with the CaLD community to hear about issues they are passionate
about, whether it’s their stigmas surrounding their cultural backgrounds or a global issue they are passionate
about. We have reached out to every cultural Club on campus to gauge their interest in collaborating for such
events. So far, we have met with the Malaysian Cultural Society, the Italian Club, the Greek Club, the Persian Club,
the Palestinian Cultural Society of UWA (PCSUWA), and a Guild Department, WASAC. The first Chat and Chai will
be hosted with the PCSUWA on 01/09.
Cultural Calendar
We worked on creating an online cultural calendar, containing a spread of all the cultural and religious dates that
represent the diversity of students we have on campus. Several holidays were removed from the Guild diary, so we
thought it would be appropriate to continue providing students with a platform to celebrate and acknowledge their
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holidays. This will be posted on the Guild website in an accessible portal too after consulting with Caitlin. Everything
has been sent to Caitlin and will be posted soon.
Medical Centre Document Translation
This project has sprung from our monthly CaLD WG meetings, where we will work alongside staff from the WG and
the Medical Centre to translate some documents for patients who speak English as a second language. We have
secured some funding but are awaiting confirmation for collaborating partners.
Social Media Advocacy
This has been posted all year with issues from around the world such as Venezuela, and Sri Lanka most recently.
There is more to come.
Community Links
This project is our newest initiative which aims to connect UWA students to external communities in WA, a portal
which will contain a list of resources from communities around WA for students to be involved with. Some students
feel intimidated joining societies at Uni, so this provides another avenue for students to be involved and meet people
from their culture or from other cultures too. We discussed this initiative with the CaLD WG and they are happy to
help us with it too.

FINANCES

ACHIEVEMENTS
Reflecting on Semester 1 & Semester 2:
●
●
●
●
●

3

Hosted an Open‐Air Iftaar for all students on Riley Oval (~150 attendees)
Fostered a positive working relationship with the UWA CaLD WG
Advocated for global crises happening around the world on our socials
Raised $690 for refugees at the ‘Refugee Relief Fundraiser’
Advocated successfully for a physical safe space for CaLD students

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hosting the European Film Festival w/4 cultural clubs
Positioned the Guild to maintain its pro‐Palestine stance, continuing efforts from the year prior
Stalls for Harmony Week, Global Village, Screw Week
Plans to tackle WA’s lack of a human rights act with other departments
‘You Can’t Ask That!’ video series with PakSoc, Fil‐Aus, and SLAYA
Medical Translation assistance funding for the medical centre
Recruiting new Committee semesterly
‘Word a Day’ Instagram stories
Finalising cultural and religious calendar (to be posted soon)
‘Spinning Through the Globe’ Quiz Night raising $350 for CARAD
First Chat & Chai event in collab with PCSU UWA

DISCUSSION POINTS
N/A
Regards,

Adam Elyousef
109th Ethnocultural Co‐Officer
ethnocultural@guild.uwa.edu.au
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Amira Nunn
109th Ethnocultural Co‐Officer
ethnocultural@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
It’s been a quite month for ISD, but it is important to note that we managed to preserve our voice on the
Academic Board, which is the highest governing body of the education in the university. The efforts of the
current Ed Council President and the Guild President must be noted as they put up a very good argument
to make sure ISD and the rest of the student reps (excluding the Guild President and the PSA President)
do not get kicked out of the Academic Board. The fight is not over yet, ISD and the rest of the student
reps on the Board will continue to fight and will do our best to preserve the student voice on the
Academic Board.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
21/09/2022

Meeting
Academic Board

Purpose
Discussed the exclusion of student reps and
other academic staff members from the
board. A vote of 17 for, and 34 against this
motion, made it impossible for the
university to go ahead with it.

PROJECT UPDATE
Situation in Pakistan
Requested the university to reach out to all Pakistan international students and provide them with the
necessary resources. Also, organised a welfare event alongside the Pakistani Society and the international
student support for all Pakistani students. Had a good turnout.
Lighthouse Magazine
The magazine was released to the students on 16th of September. It was well received by students. The
efforts of Abhishek Dey (ISD VP) and Ziyi Kee (Lighthouse editor) must be noted and given credit for.
Situation in Iran
Contacted the International Student Support office, and they mentioned that there are 165 odd Iranian
students on campus (both domestic and international students). ISD will be contacting the Persian Club
on campus in the next couple of days. A solidarity event will be orgainsed at Shenton House on the 5th of
October from 1pm -3pm.
UWA College Guild Orientation
Welcomed the new batch of students of the UWA College and gave them all a tour of the Guild Precent
and informed about the services we provide.

FINANCES
Lost access to net suite. Will contact Finance and Kelvin and get it fixed asap.

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•

Advocated for the return of international students at the beginning of the year.
Lighthouse was published and given out to students at Guild on the Green.
Created an ISD Instagram Story Filter.
Having an attendance of 82 people at our first event of the year.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The series of infographics was well received by the students
A high number of collaborations with different UWA stakeholders.
The Lighthouse sold out during O- Week. An online version is available now.
150 Welfare packs given out during O- Week.
3.7% increase in social media followers.
Securing fee extensions from the University for Sri Lankan international students who are facing financial
difficulties.
Secured a sponsorship of $2000 from Kingsbridge Australia.
A successful collaboration with UWA Sports.
Organising the first ever ISD Cocktail night.
Visited the college row with ISS.
Advocated for the betterment of Sri Lankan students on campus.
Secured a deal with Employi.
Successfully organised a migration seminar with Kings Bridge Australia.
Successfully organised the International Student Fest.
Introduced new Halal food options on to campus.
Advocated for the welfare of Pakistani students
Preserved ISD’s seat on the Academic Board

DISCUSSION POINTS
Insert discussion points here
Regards,

Geemal Jayawickrama
2022 ISD President
Isd@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
This month has been busy completing a lot of projects. We are launching our new SOC position, Safe Clubs
and Events officer this month which is very exciting. We’re also launching our new Major Event Grant, and
trialling a small event in collaboration with Banana Social. Also many hours has been put into organising
Club Carnival which is coming next week.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
05.07.22
06.07.22
07.07.22
11.07.22

Meeting
SOC committee meeting
Meeting with Womens Department
Events Meeting
SOC Exec meeting

13.07.22

Banana Social meeting

18.07.22
18.07.22
19.07.22
19.07.22
20.07.22
25.07.22
27.07.22

Club Carnival meeting
Mozeek Promotions
PSA meeting
Meeting with Womens Department
Events Meeting
Mozeek Promotions
Meeting with Access reps

27.07.22

Guild Leadership unit meeting

Purpose
To discuss all matters SOC related.
To discuss matters regarding the SCE Officer.
To discuss Club Carnival.
To discuss all matters regarding the SOC
executive
To discuss matters regarding the Banana
Social Tav Show.
To discuss all matters Club Carnival.
Organising activation stall at Club Carnival.
To discuss alll matters PSA and SOC.
To discuss matters regarding the SCE Officer.
To discuss all matters Club Carnival.
Organising activation stall at Club Carnival.
To discuss SOC providing Access with
additional funds for an Auslan initiative.
To discuss with students enquiring about the
level 2 guild leadership unit they can do if
they are a president.

PROJECT UPDATE
Safe Clubs and Events Officer – In collaboration with the Women’s Department SOC has been working on
creating a new position on clubs to help implement strategies to combat sexual violence and harassment.
This position, Safe Clubs and Events Officer (SCE Officer) is launching this month in a trial format.
Major Event Grant – Due to the damage COVID-19 has done to campus culture during sem 1 (covid
regulations made hosting social events virtually impossible during prime time event hosting season), SOC
is creating a major event grant to bring major event events back to campus, this is also launching this
month.
Banana Social - We are collaborating with Banana Social to bring them back to campus for a tav show, this
in theory will bring more people to the show, while also costing the guild far less and potentially making us
a profit.
Club Carnival – Club Carnival is coming up this month, SOC is bringing in some external promotion agencies
to set up activation stalls in the hope of bringing more students to club carnival.
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Free gym memberships for Presidents – SOC is making progress on an initiative to give Club Presidents a
free gym membership for their term.

FINANCES
n/a

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•

SCE Officer launching tomorrow
Major Event Grant launching tomorrow
Banana Social this week

DISCUSSION POINTS
N/A
Regards,
Jak Beard
109th SOC President
SOC-president@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
This month has been filled with activities surrounding the Tenancy committee. Clubs now are familiar with
how I can help them throughout the rest of the year and many are already comfortable with bringing up
concerns that they have. Much of my time has been spent figuring out what clubs need from me and how I
am able to address these, with much guidance from Kelvin.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
08/09/2022

Meeting
Meeting with Kelvin

13/09/2022
14/09/2022

Meeting with Unigames President
Meeting with Kelvin

15/09/2022
16/09/2022

Meeting with Societies Council Secretary
(Will Partridge)
Tenancy Consultation Meeting

28/09/2022

Meeting with Kelvin

Purpose
Briefing on responsibilities of the Tenancy
Chair and current happenings. Opportunity
to ask clarification questions about the role.
Opportunity to repurpose their club locker.
To confirm agenda items for tenancy
meeting and discuss key confusions for 1
club.
To discuss club Buy/Sell/Exchange page.
Consultation with current tenants to discuss
updates to tenancy and to allow tenants to
bring up concerns / issues.
Discuss repairs and lost keys

PROJECT UPDATE
Summer Leadership Camp
No progress since last Council.

FINANCES
N/A

ACHIEVEMENTS
•

Hosted the first Consultation meeting of the semester

DISCUSSION POINTS
High potential for additional funding required in the future for Tenancy matters, which would include cover for
general maintenance, cleaning supplies and a skip bin for the upcoming busy bee.

Regards,
Lara Dale
Ordinary Guild Councillor
l.dale22@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
Working on new projects with UWA staff. The blue tree project which is an exciting art initiative that will
likely involve student art as well as a professional commissioned work. Also, a collaboration to promote the
mental health framework and its recommendations and research. There are a few more plans to finalise for
welfare week in two weeks but currently allocating a fair amount of budget to it.

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
28/09/2022

23/09/2022
19/09/2022

14/09/2022
13/09/2022

13/09/2022

Meeting
Purpose
Student Equity & Participation working Student equity and diversity framework has
group
been finalised. Discussed new targets for the
WG involving Indigenous and other underrepresented students on campus.
Welfare department meeting
Discussed welfare week plans
Blue Tree Project
Discussed blue tree art memorials and
recommended places for the works to be
displayed on campus.
Student wellbeing monthly meeting
Monthly meeting with staff to go over my
personal projects
Blue tree project w/ Ami
Smaller meeting with GP and UWA staff
heading up blue tree project to prepare for
meeting with key stakeholders
Mental health initiatives meeting
Meeting with UWA staff to discuss new
mental health framework and tying the
initiatives into welfare department plans

PROJECT UPDATE
Welfare week + Mental Healthcare framework

Welfare week running in week 10 to coincide with the uni’s and a national mental health day. Collaborating
on an event on the Wednesday to promote the UWA mental healthcare framework.
My eQuery cost

Unfortunately putting this project on the back burner at the moment. Staff very hard to contact, will be
continuing this project during the next welfare officer’s term.
Blue tree project

Working with uni on blue tree project, currently just taking an advisory role
Misc

Campus is ok project with Naz and Prisha

FINANCES

2

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Edited Study Smarter study guide (w/ Student Assist)
More breaks on council
Ran Welfare Week including a tav quiz and fun fair event, mindfulness through art, and meditation and
soup with a chat w/ Student Assist and collab w/ UWA sport
Designed UDUB radio website
Created Welfare pamphlet with updated services

DISCUSSION POINTS
Nothing to discuss
Regards,

Sapphire Carter
109th Welfare Officer
welfare@guild.uwa.edu.au
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SUMMARY
This month was a good steady month for my Department. Things did slow down slightly around election
time as the efforts and focus of multiple committee members were redirected. Still, we were able to run a
couple of events and focus on some of the initiatives we have been running throughout the year. I tried to
use this month to also reach out to all of my committee members to see whether there are any projects
they would like to start organising before our year comes to an end!

MEETINGS ATTENDED
Date
02/09
06/09

07/09

07/09

07/09
20/09

23/09

Meeting
Women’s
meeting

Purpose
Department
committee Met with my full committee to do a general
check-in and run over events coming up for
the department.
We Are Womxn executives
Met with representatives from We Are
Womxn organisation to discuss a
collaboration for consent information and
education
on
campus.
Exciting
developments.
UWU Strike
Attended the strike of Early Childhood
Educators. This was a very inspiring event
and was a privilege to hear from these
workers and their experiences.
SCE Training
Had an SCE Officer training for the new
position. We hosted multiple of these
sessions for students to attend when they
could. Went well.
Department Secretary
Met with my department secretary, Louise
to discuss finances and sort a few things out
for upcoming event.
Equity & Diversity Committee
Had a meeting with this committee. We had
quite low attendance, so we weren’t able to
go through a couple of the points we wished
to. We had secured two OCMs for this
committee however.
Women’s
Department
Committee Met with committee again to discuss
meeting
progress on events coming up and set out a
clear plan for the remainder of the year.
Attendance was quite low but still
productive.

PROJECT UPDATE
Consent legislation petition/campaign
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Working with a passionate student, Abigail, to gain traction around the issue of consent legislation in WA
as it currently does not include anything surrounding intoxication of victims and how this affects ability to
give consent. If anyone would like to help out with this, let me know! We have now created a poster to go
on the digital boards.
Non-binary representation
Have made some additional adjustments to make to the Women’s regulations in other areas, now to be
approved by Governance at next meeting with relevant changes.
Guild Complaints Reporting Process
Happy to discuss this further with anyone who is interested. Paris and I are planning to hopefully make
some adjustments to the website on the discrimination page and outline students’ options.
SCE Officer Initiative
All trainings are completed now so we are working on day to day things. Going well so far I would say
(positive feedback).
Abortion Rights Campaign
We have another upcoming protest to condemn a ‘pro life’ group meeting. Helping to organise this.
We are Womxn Campaign
Working with local group to create a poster program for consent information and education around
campus. They are creating the graphic while I am providing them with the information on UWA-specific
details.
Pharmacology Masters Project
A very different and exciting project. These students reached out to me and want to work with the
department to create information services around a female health issue. We are currently surveying
students to see where most knowledge is needed.

FINANCES
Screenshot & attach Netsuite (if applicable)

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•

OCMs on E & D
SCE Officer launch

DISCUSSION POINTS
Insert discussion points here
Regards,

Chloe Bryant
109th Guild Council
Women’s Officer
womens@guild.uwa.edu.au
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